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Traditional data management tools incur substantial operational costs such as manual SQL coding and data
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After a competitive technology review, the company selected the Anzo platform for modern
data management by Cambridge Semantics.

Challenge: Optimize the entire product innovation process by transforming data silos into a ful y integrated, scientific research portal. A leading petrochemical manufacturer found it was taking too long to bring new
products to market. A root cause of many project delays and research inefficiencies was incomplete access to critical product research data. With key data sources residing in disparate silos, scientists, product developers and plant managers
often had to make key decisions without a ful understanding of product research based on all relevant information.
Anzo enables product innovation workers to ask any question against any data across the enterprise. Anzo makes this
possible by applying a semantic, graph-based data fabric layer over the existing data infrastructure, to capture the realworld meaning of all data sources – structured and unstructured alike. Anzo then connects data into blended, harmonized
views for ad hoc queries and analytics essential for timely, well-informed decision making.
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A project team was convened to evaluate data discovery and integration technologies for supporting informed decision
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Unlike traditional data ETL tools that integrate data sources based on
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research
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business initiatives and cost savings. Because Anzo harmonizes multiple data sources based on
semantic meaning, the company can now provide regulators with an integrated data environment which
As a result of using a semantic data layer approach, users can now ask entirely new, deeper research questions requiring
they can query independently on an ad hoc basis, “which has enabled us to eliminate most of the one-off
integrated, cross-departmental information to fully answer; for example:
data projects we had been mired in,” the IT leader said. “We can also easily incorporate additional data
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data
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developed
newlayer
molecules
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“We arescientific
also using
Anzo to integrate and harmonize trading data from multiple relational data sources into
a single, harmonized tabular dataset, which we then feed into a Hadoop cluster for user access and analysis
What are the most common attributes of chemical structures that have had the best performance in
via Hive,” the IT leader added. “In the future, we plan to utilize Anzo’s built-in graph database for more
the field?
advanced ad hoc analytics for corporate credit card fraud and risk assessment.”
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the IT leader added. “We no longer have to develop custom SQL statements, manual data mappings and
other ETL-related coding to extract and convert needed data. This also means an opportunity cost savings,
“By enabling everyone involved in our product innovation process to freely ask cross-functional questions, we are facilitating
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Summing
company’sknowledge
decision from
to select
Anzo, the ITforleader
said, “We
concluded
Anzo was a new
modern data management platform capable of supporting current and future needs for data integration
“We also look forward to Anzo helping us expedite bringing new products to market, as well as enabling us to more readily
and business applications. Anzo’s semantic and graph technology makes it a truly future-proof data
identify innovative new products most likely to be sustainable at full manufacturing scale.”
platform, with a level of flexibility that legacy data management tools just can’t match.”
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